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Jordan Tai

The Morrow that is filled with Barren Promises

Dark six-winged angels descend from the skies,
As men paint the world Armageddon gray,
With the world’s blood tears streaming from their eyes.

Kings that kept peace and order were once wise,
But hell broke and people were led astray;
Dark six-winged angels descend from the skies.

Let the war drums play, let the armies rise,
And let the wives of fallen soldiers pay,
With the world’s blood tears streaming from their eyes.

When sounds of battle become muted cries,
When bodies ripen for vultures to flay,
Dark six-winged angels descend from the skies.

Tired dreamers wake to the next sunrise,
Longing for the awaited Judgment day,
With the world’s blood tears streaming from their eyes.

When warfare lives and tranquility dies,
And righteous empires are swept away,
Dark six-winged angels descend from the skies,
With the world’s blood tears streaming from their eyes.
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